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Knucklebones and Other Roman Games 

In this lesson, students will experience modern recreations of a few games that were played in Ancient 
Rome. While using creativity to improvise new versions of these games, they will also be encouraged to 
compare these games and their popularity to modern games. 

 
Materials  

• overhead projector • transparencies 
• quick-drying clay • various colors of felt 
• construction paper • rubber bouncing balls 
• string or yarn • tape 
• posterboard • black and white paper 
• scissors • styrofoam boards or gardeners’ foam 
• pencils  

 
Preparation 

1. Cut the felt into small seven-inch squares. Cut small slits with a pair of scissors along the edges of each 
felt square. 

2. Cut the posterboard into several large twelve-inch squares. Draw a 12 by 12 grid on each square. These 
will be the lūdus lātrunculōrum boards. 

3. For every board you make, cut 30 white squares and 30 black squares from the black and white paper. 
These will be the pieces used to play lūdus, so they should be small enough to fit into the squares on the 
lūdus boards. 

4. Copy “Romans Playing Games,” “Ludus Latrunculorum,” and “Rota” onto transparencies. 
 
Procedure 

1. Ask students what kinds of board games they like to play, and then inquire about why they still play 
games like tic-tac-toe, checkers, etc. even in the age of video games. Discuss why the games are popular, 
and then tell them that ancient people played games similar to ones that they like. 

2. Show them the pictures on the “Romans Playing Games” transparency. Discuss with the students what 
makes games like these so popular. Also, discuss the popularity of games like these throughout history 
(for example, during the Civil War, soldiers passed the time by playing card games) and how certain 
games spread across cultures (this movement of a culture-specific idea is called cultural diffusion). Ask 
if they can think of examples of cultural diffusion in their lives. 

3. Begin by preparing the knucklebones: have the students pinch pieces of clay into five balls. Pressing 
their fingers into the clay, they should create a dent in the center of each “bone.” Place them to the side 
of the room to dry. 

4. Explain the rules of lūdus lātrunculōrum and rota. While explaining each game, use an overhead 
transparency and pieces on the overhead to physically show them what the games look like and how 
the rules work.  

Objectives 

• To study and learn some different types of games played by Roman citizens. 
• To see how the games spread across cultures in the ancient and modern worlds. 
• To relate the popularity of ancient games to that of modern games. 
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5. Have the students make their own rota boards and their own game pieces by etching the design of a 
board into the foam using pencils (copying from the overhead). Remind them that Romans carved their 
rota boards into surfaces all over the city (but the Romans carved them into stone rather than into 
foam). They should cut the construction paper into game pieces – let them be creative in the shapes 
they choose. They will each need three game pieces to play. 

6. Group the students in pairs. Each pair will switch off between playing lūdus and rota. As soon as a pair 
finishes a game of lūdus, have them give their board to a pair who began with rota so that each pair has 
a turn with the lūdus boards. 

7. After each pair has played each game several times, hold a “tournament” for each game. Have the 
students pick which game they like better and pair them off again according to their choices. The 
winners from each pair play other winners until there is one class-wide winner for each game. Ensure 
that no one feels left out by having the ones who do not win play others who do not win. 

8. Explain to the students some ways the Romans would have played with knucklebones. Divide them into 
small groups, hand out the rubber bouncing balls, and have them play the game. Encourage them to 
create their own games using their knucklebones! 

9. Prepare the carrying bags for the bones. Give each student a piece of felt and string. Wrap a piece of 
tape around one end of the string. Use this end to thread around the edges, through the holes, to bunch 
up the sides. This creates a sack for them to carry home the knucklebones. 

10. If time allows, introduce students to other Roman games: micātio and “odd or even.” 

 

Discussion 

• What were two different uses for knucklebones in ancient Rome? 
• What are some modern games that are played by people of all ages? 
• How can games bring people together? Think about the Romans! 

 
Background Information 

 “Knucklebones” (made from sheep bones) was a popular game for all types of people, and playing the 
game was often depicted in paintings. Soldiers in the legions played it and spread the games wherever 
they went in the Empire. This movement of an idea specific to a culture is called cultural diffusion. (It is 
helpful to compare this when children share games with friends and family in other states.) 

Knucklebones and Jacks (the game of fivestones) was played by tossing up a ball and trying to pick up as 
many bones as you can before having to catch the ball in the other hand. You can also try variations of this 
by tossing the ball and picking up one bone and then catching the ball in the same hand as the bone. Then 
toss the ball, pick up two bones, and catch the ball. Try doing this and increasing the number of bones to 
pick up. When one person misses, it becomes the next player’s turn. 

Lūdus lātrunculōrum was a popular Roman board game based on a game that Romans took from the 
Egyptians, and then adapted. Lūdus lātrunculōrum means “game of little robbers.” See transparency for 
instructions. 

Rota is a game based off of the diagrams of a game that have been etched into steps and pavements of 
Roman buildings. The game is called Rota (circle) because the diagram is a circle divided into eight 
different sections. It was so simple that Romans from all walks of life could have played it: school children 
with their friends, soldiers on watch, or even wealthy merchants. See transparency for instructions. 

Micātio was traditionally played with two people. Each person raises fingers on his right hand at the same 
time. Before raising fingers, both players try to guess the total number of fingers put up by the players. 
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Allow students to play in groups of three and four as well so they can guess larger numbers. Or have 
competitions to see who can count the total number of fingers the fastest after everybody put up fingers. 

“Odd or Even” required players to try to guess whether their opponent has an odd or even number of 
pebbles or nuts in their closed hand. 

The transparency shows evidence of Roman games. In the picture on the top left, two men are gamble – 
probably using knucklebones. The top right picture depicts children playing with balls. In the bottom left 
picture, scholars have identified the faint remnants of a lūdus board carved into the steps of a public 
building, the Basilica Iūlia. The bottom left picture shows a sculpture of a girl throwing knucklebones. 

The information in this lesson has been adapted from: Jerome Carcopino, Daily Life in Ancient Rome 
(Carcopino Press, 2008); Skip Maloney, Tossing the Bones (www.kbones.com); Ellen Brundige, The Game of 
Rota, (www.squidoo.com); J. Wight Duff and Arnold M. Duff (ed., trans.), Laus Pisonis (Loeb Classical Library, 
1963). 
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Romans Playing Games 
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Ludus Latrunculorum 
 
1. Each player sets out five rows of six pieces in alternating squares, beginning in the 

left corner square on each side of the board. This should leave two rows empty in the 
center of the board. One player has black pieces, the other white. 

2. On each turn, you may move a piece one square in any direction (forward, 
backward, sideways, diagonally). The object of the game is to capture the opponent’s 
piece by blocking it on two sides. When one of your pieces blocks the second side of 
an opponent’s piece, you can remove the opposing piece from the board. 

3. A piece can jump over an opponent’s piece if an opposite square is empty. Only one 
jump is allowed per turn. You cannot capture an opponent’s piece by jumping over 
it, and you cannot jump over your own piece.  

4. A player can move a piece voluntarily between two of an opponent’s pieces without 
being captured. In this case, the piece is safe.  

5. The player who takes more than half of the other player’s pieces wins the game. You 
can also win the game by locking the other player in so that the other player cannot 
make another move. 
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Rota 
 
1. The board consists of nine “stations:” the center of the board, and the eight places on 

the edge of the circle where the lines (that divide the circle into the eight segments) 
intersect the circle. Each player gets three game pieces. 

2. To start the game, one player puts a chip on any of the stations. The next player puts 
one of his or her pieces on any of the unoccupied stations. This continues until all six 
of the chips are placed on the board. 

3. The “opener” (person who put down a piece first) then moves one of his or her chips 
to an adjacent, unoccupied station. The opponent also does this. 

4. Players alternate in this way until one player gets his or her three pieces into a line 
along a single diameter of the circle, and thus wins. 

5. Two chips can’t occupy the same station. The players cannot capture or jump the 
other players’ pieces. 

 
 
 


